On Differential Equations of any Order.
The machine gives the complete integral of the equation with its two irbitrary constants. For, for any particular value of
give arbitrary values Gr1} G-2. [That is to say mechanically; disconnect the forks from the ylinders, shift the forks till the globes' centres are at distances Grl5 G-a rom the axial lines, then connect, and move the machine.] W e have for this value of x, a j, a n d^= a 2P ;
shat is, we secure arbitrary values for gl and ^ by the arbitrariness of (XX ;he two initial positions Grx, Gra of the globes. Take any number i of my brother's disk-, globe-, and cylinder-inte grators, and make an integrating chain of them th u s :-Connect the cylinder of the first so as to give a motion equal to its own* to the fork of the second. Similarly connect the cylinder of the second with the fork of the third, and so on. L et gv g2, g3, up to be the positions f of the globes at any time. L et infinitesimal motions P P P .... be given simultaneously to all the disks {doc denoting an infinitesimal motion of some part of the mechanism whose displacement it is convenient to take as independent variable). The motions (cfrq, dic2 , ... dtc^) of the cylinders thus produced are
VI. " Meclianical Integration of the general Linear Differential
But, by the connexions between the cylinders and forks which move the globes, dKt = dg2, dK2= d g 3 , ... d^^d g^, and therefore
and Hence <frcj= g 1 Pj dx,dx2 = g 2 ~P2dx, ... P { dx.
Suppose, now, for the moment that we couple the last cylinder with the * For brevity, the motion of the circumference of the cylinder is called the cylinder's motion.
Prof. Sir W . Thomson general [Fob. 3,  first fork, so that their motions shall be equal-that is to say, «,=</,. Then, putting u to denote the common value of these variables, we have
Thus an endless chain or cycle of integrators with disks moved as specified above gives to each fork a motion fulfilling a differential equa tion, which for the case of the fork of the ith integrator is equation (4). The differential equations of the displacements of the second fork, third fork,..
.
(i-l )th fork may of course be written out by inspection from equation (4).
This seems to me an exceedingly interesting resu lt; but though P p P 2, P3 , ... P ; may be any given functions whatever of x, the differen tial equations so solved by the simple cycle of integrators cannot, except for the case of i= 2 ,be regarded as the general linear equ order i, because, so far as I know, it has not been proved for any value of i greater than 2 that the general equation, which in its usual form is as follows,
. . (5) can be reduced to the form (4). The general equation of the form (5), where Qx, Q2 , ... Qt are any given forms of x, may be integrated me chanically by a chain of connected integrators thus :-Pirst take an open chain of i simple integrators as described above, and simplify the movement by taking P 1= P 2= P 3= . . . = P 2= 1 , so that the speeds of all the disks are equal, and dx denotes an infinitesimal angular motion of each. Then by (2) we have Putting in this for gv f/2, &c. their values by (6), we find an equation the same as (5), except that appears instead of u. Hence the mechanism, when moved so as to fulfil the condition (7), performs by the motion of its last cylinder an integration of the equation (5). This mechanical solution is complete; for we may give arbitrarily any initial values to
U ntil it is desired actually to construct a machine for thus integrating fferential equations of the third or any higher order, it is not necessary > go into details as to plans for the mechanical fulfilment of condition (7) ; is enough to know th at it can be fulfilled by pure mechanism working mtinuously in connexion with the rotating disks of the train of interators.
876.] Differential Equations of any Order. [Feb. 3,  so as to move with the same speed, and let t be the displacement of any one of them from any particular position. Let
be the displacements of the second cylinders of the several double inte grators. Then (the second globe-frame of each being connected to its first cylinder) the displacements of the first globe-frames will be
Let now X, T , X', Y', &c. be each a given function of x, y, x', y', x", &c.
By proper mechanism make the first globe of the first double integratorframe move so that its displacement shall be equal to X, and so on. The machine then solves the equations
For example, let
where / denotes any function.
Construct in (frictionless) steel the surface whose equation is .
(and repetitions of it, for practical convenience, though theoretically suffices). By aid of it (used as it were a cam, but for two independent variables) arrange that one moving auxiliary piece (an ^-auxiliary I shall call it), capable of moving to and fro in a straight line, shall have displacement always equal to -x y + w -y f V
• ■fat another (a ^-auxiliary) shall have displacement always equal to ( . y -y ) 
(at another (an ^-auxiliary) shall have displacement equal to (x " -* ) f{ ( x " -x y + ( y " -y y h id so on. r Then connect the first globe-frame of the first double integrator, so niat its displacement shall be equal to the sum of the displacements of ie ^-auxiliaries ; that is to say, to Thus we have a complete mechanical integration of the problem of finding the free motions of any number of mutually influencing partic es, no restricted by any of the approximate suppositions which the analytical treatment of the lunar and planetary theories requires.
